
THANK YOU!
If you are reading this document it’s probably because you have 
already purchased a Gametime Scoreboard unit. Before you go any 
further in this document to know little more about our product and the 
way it works, we would like to sincerely THANK YOU for your support.

You will now be able to bring the stadium at home, in your gym or at 
any activity you may participate in!

Download our FREE app NOW!

If you have an iOS device such as iPhone, iPad mini or iPad, we highly recommend that you go on the App Store and download the FREE Gametime Scoreboard App.

By connecting your iOS device to the Gametime Scoreboard Wi-Fi network you will find an easy way to remotely control the unit, stream your favorite songs, 
create or add your own customized sound effects and even stream your voice as a real sports announcer.

USER MANUAL
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Disposal of your old product
Your product is designed and manufactured with high quality materials and components,which can be recycled and reused. 

When this crossed-out wheeled bin symbol is attached to a product it means the product is covered by the European Directive 2002/96/EC

Please inform yourself about the local separate collection system for electrical and electronic products.

Please act according to your local rules and do not dispose of your old products with your normal household waste. The correct disposal of your old product will help prevent potential negative consequences for 
the environment and human health.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
1. Read these instructions carefully and keep them in a safe place.

2. DO NOT USE THE UNIT PLUGGED IN NEAR WATER OR IF RAINING ON THE UNIT. 

3. Clean only with a soft dry cloth.

4. Only use attachments/accessories specified by the manufacturer.

5. Always unplug this unit during lightning storms or when not in use.

6. Refer all servicing to a qualified service personnel. Servicing is required when the appliance is damaged in any way.

7. No object filled with liquids shall be placed on the appliance.

8. Do not place naked flame sources such as candles on the appliance.

9. Make sure all electrical connections are properly made in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. Switch off and unplug from the AC adapter before changing any connections.

10. Make sure the AC adapter is routed so that it is not likely to be walked on, or subjected to water and heat.

11. Do not obstruct the speakers which such things as newspapers, tablecloths, curtains and so on.

12. Do not operate the appliance if you are in doubt about it working normally, or if it is damaged in anyway.

13. Make sure there is adequate ventilation space around the appliance, at least 10 cm at the sides and on the top.

14. Lower the volume before using headphones with this unit, then gradually increase the volume to a comfortable level. Listening to music at a high volume and for a prolonged period of time can cause damage 
to hearing.

Electrical Information

Warning 
Read these electrical safety instructions carefully before connecting the AC adaptor to the mains.

• This unit is supplied with an AC mains adaptor.

• This AC mains adaptor is designed to operate on AC 100-240V, 50/60Hz supply only.

• Connecting it to any other power sources may damage the unit.

• The AC mains adaptor is designed for indoor use only.

• The AC mains adaptor is a sealed unit. There are no user serviceable parts inside and it does not require any electrical adjustments.

• Do not attempt to open the AC mains adaptor.

• If the AC mains adaptor is not suitable for your socket, or becomes damaged, it must be replaced and disposed of in a safe and environmentally protective way.

• Always refer to qualified personnel.

• Periodically inspect the battery pack main adaptor for damage. Do not use if faults or damages are found. Refer to qualified personnel.

• Battery pack shall not be exposed to excessive heat such as sunshine,  fire or the like.

• CAUTION: Danger of explosion if battery is incorrectly replaced. Never try to open the appliance casing and replace battery pack by yourself.
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1) POWER BUTTON TO TURN UNIT ON AND OFF

Single press will turn unit ON

Press & Hold for 2 sec. will turn unit OFF

2) BATTERY LEVEL INDICATOR

Each bar represent 20% of the Battery Life.

While charging, you will notice a blinking light. This light represents 
the actual charging stage.

Once fully charged, all lights will be green and steady.

When using the wireless unit on the battery mode, the battery 
indicator will display the battery level down to 20%. At 20% remaining 
power, the first bar on the left hand side will become RED.

Once the battery level reach 10%, the red light will start blinking. This 
will remind you that it’s time to plug your unit unit for recharge, especially 
if music is playing and maximum outdoor LED brightness is on.

Charge your Gametime Scoreboard overnight or at least 6 hours 
consecutively for the first charge. This will maximize the battery life.

Subsequent charging time will be between 4 and 6 hours depending 
if unit is being recharged while OFF or charging while in use.

The battery lifetime while unit is being used unplugged will vary 
between 3 and 5 hours. Playing music while using the unit, the music 
loudness, the LED intensity, the number of lights lit during play and 

the ambient temperature are all factors that will be affecting the 
battery lifetime. This is why it is quite hard to let you know precisely 
how long the battery will last. It will all depends on the environment 
you are using the unit in and what functions are being used as well.

3) PERIOD ADJUSTMENT & 2NDF LED BRIGHTNESS 
SETTINGS

PERIOD + and - buttons are made for an easy period setting at the 
desired number.

Simply press + to increase digit by 1 and press - to decrease digit by 1.

If scoreboard displays period 1 and you press -, period 9 will display.

If scoreboard displays period 9 and your press +, period 1 will display.

There is a second function applicable to these two buttons as well. 
By accessing the second function dashboard by pressing & holding 
2ndF button on the side of the Gametime Scoreboard, you will be 
able to adjust the LED Brightness of the front panel. There are five 
different LED brightness levels available as well as a “Dark Mode” 
which allows audio function without any LED’s used. 

Once the desired brightness setting will have been selected you 
will then have to quit the second function dashboard by pressing & 
holding the 2ndF button on the side of the unit until the 2 green LED 
circles around Home and Guest + buttons turned OFF.

The default LED Brightness setting is “Indoor” standard recommended 
brightness at 40% intensity.

The Clock’s default brightness setting is set at 20% intensity and can 
not be modified.

For Outdoor use, we recommend the 80% or 100% LED Brightness 
intensity depending on the sun. 

We recommend that the Gametime Scoreboard is positioned with the 
back facing the sun for Outdoor use. It will allow better visibility for the 
players and crowd. Direct full sunlight on the front face of the unit will 
result in limited visibility of LED lights.

4) HANDLE

Built in carrying handle for easy transportation of the Gametime 
Scoreboard anywhere you want to bring the stadium ambiance. The 
handle has been designed to avoid your body touching the front lens 
while carrying the unit. This was intended to make sure the front lens 
would not get damaged by your leg during transportation.

5) HOME SCORE UP

Single press will increase Home Score by 1.

If more than one point is needed depending on the sport, repeat the 
single press until the desired number is displayed. 

Press and hold will add multiple points.

There is a green LED circle all around the + button. If the point has 
been added properly with the button press you have made, the circle 
light will show a green light and then turn off.

GLOBAL TOP VIEW OF THE GAMETIME SCOREBOARD

Period Adjustment & 2ndF LED Brightness Settings3 Battery Level Indicator2

Guest Score down9Home Score Up5

Guest Possession10Home Possession6

Guest Bonus11Home Bonus7

Guest Score up12Home Score Down8

Handle4

Power Button to Turn unit ON and OFF1
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6) HOME POSSESSION

Single press will turn on Home POSS light on the scoreboard. A small 
green LED dot near the button will turn on once the front light is lit.

Once POSS light is lit, if need to turn off, just press again. The small green 
LED dot near the button will turn off once the front light is turned off.

7) HOME BONUS

Single press will turn on Home BONUS light on the scoreboard. A small 
green LED dot near the button will turn on once the front light is lit.

Once BONUS light is lit, if need to turn off, just press again. The small 
green LED dot near the button will turn off once the front light is turned off. 

Press & Hold the Home BONUS button will turn Home BONUS 
blinking light on. This can be used to display a double bonus situation. 
To turn off the blinking light, just press the button again.

8) HOME SCORE DOWN

Single press will decrease Home Score Down by 1.

If more than one point needs to be reduced for any reason, please 
repeat the single press until the desired number is displayed.

Press and hold will deduct multiple points.

9) GUEST SCORE DOWN

Single press will decrease Guest Score Down by 1.

If more than one point needs to be reduced for any reason, please 
repeat the single press until the desired number is displayed.

Press and hold will deduct multiple points.

10) GUEST POSSESSION

Single press will turn on the Guest POSS light on the scoreboard. A 
small green LED dot near the button will turn on once the front light is lit.

Once POSS light is lit, if need to turn off, just press again. The small green 
LED dot near the button will turn off once the front light is turned off.

11) GUEST BONUS

Single press will turn on the Guest BONUS light on the scoreboard. A 
small green LED dot near the button will turn on once the front light is lit.

Once BONUS light is lit, if you need to turn off, just press again. The small 
green LED dot near the button will turn off once the front light is turned off.

Press & Hold the Guest BONUS button will turn the Guest BONUS 
blinking light on. This can be used to display a double bonus situation. 
To turn off the blinking light, just press button again.

12) GUEST SCORE UP

Single press will increase Guest Score Up by 1.

If more than one point is needed depending on the sport, please 
repeat the single press until the desired number is displayed.

Press and hold will add multiple points.

There is a green LED circle all around the + button. If the point has 
been added properly with the button press you have made, the circle 
light will light and then turn off.

MUSIC AND RESET FUNCTIONS
*The following buttons are intended to manage music from a USB 
stick only. Only volume buttons (VOL+ et VOL -) will be able to be 
used to control music loudness if music is being streamed by Wi-Fi 
or through line-in.

Music transmitted by line-in or Wi-Fi will not be able to be managed 
by the Previous Song, Next Song or Play/Pause buttons.

To manage lined-in or music being streamed for portable device, 
please do so via the portable device directly.

Only VOL+ and VOL- will have a direct impact on music loudness 
if music is transmitted by the line-in or Wi-Fi.

13) PLAY / PAUSE MUSIC & 2NDF RESET FUNCTIONS

Single press to Play music from USB stick only.

Second press would Pause music.

There is a second function applicable to this central button as well. You can 
access the second function dashboard by pressing & holding 2ndF button on 
the side of the Gametime Scoreboard. Once done, you will then be able to 
Reset the timer, Home and Guest Scores, Period, Bonus light and Poss light.

Once in second mode function, a single press on the button will reset 
the timer only. If you Press & Hold the button for 2 sec, this will reset 
the entire LED display to Preset Timer (or Default 20:00 Count Down 
Timer if unchanged), Home Score to 0, Guest Score to 0, Period 1, 
Bonus and Poss turned off.

Press & Hold the button for 8 seconds to reset Gametime Scoreboard 
to original factory settings.  If the Gametime Wi-Fi name has been 
previously modified, it will come back to original factory name, as well 
as any other settings that you may have previously modified.

Once the desired Reset has been made, you will then have to quit the second 

function dashboard by pressing & holding the 2ndF button on the side of the unit 
until the 2 green LED circles around Home and Guest + buttons turned OFF.

14) VOLUME UP

Button to increase the volume of music or any sound playing from 
the Gametime unit.  This includes the Sound Effects and Microphone. 
Single press will increase volume and if repeated will keep on 
increasing until maximum volume is reached.

If press & hold button, the volume will ramp up until maximum sound 
level is reached.

Once the maximum sound level is reached, a “Bing” sound will ring to 
advise you that the sound level can not be increased anymore.

Only the BUZZER sound can not be increased. It is preset at the 
maximum level by default.

15) PREVIOUS TRACK

Single press to go to previous track of USB stick only.

16) NEXT TRACK

Single press to go to next track of USB stick only.

17) VOLUME DOWN

Button to decrease the volume of music or any sound playing from 
the Gametime unit.   including the Sound Effects and Microphone. A 
single press will decrease the volume and if repeated will keep on 
decreasing until minimum volume is reached (Silent mode).

If you press & hold the button, the volume will decrease until minimum 
volume is reached (Silent mode).

Only the BUZZER sound can not be increased. It is preset at the 
maximum level by default.

Next Track16Previous Track15

Play / Pause Music & 2ndF Reset Functions13

Volume Up14

Volume Down17
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TIMER, BUZZER, SOUND EFFECTS AND 2NDF 
CLOCK SETTINGS

18) BUZZER SOUND & 2NDF COUNT UP TIMER MODE

Single press will produce the Buzzer sound for 3sec.

*The buzzer sound can not ring if the time is running in count up or 
count down mode.

There is a second function applicable to this top button as well. 
You can access the second function dashboard by pressing & 
holding 2ndF button on the side of the Gametime Scoreboard. 
Once done, you will be able to turn the Timer into Count Up 
mode by pressing the top arrow button. The upper semi- circle 
green light will turn on to indicate that the Timer is now set in 
Count Up mode. You will then have to quit the second function 
dashboard by pressing & holding the 2ndF button on the side of 
the unit until the 2 green LED circles around Home and Guest + 
buttons turned OFF.

19) UPPER SEMICIRCLE LED INDICATION FOR TIMER 
COUNT UP MODE

The upper semicircle being lit is a visual indication that timer is 
in Count Up mode. This is only a temporary light that will turn on 
when passing from Count Down mode to Count Up mode in second 
function dashboard. 

20) LEFT ARROW TO DECREASE THE TIMER OR CLOCK 
DIGITS IN SETTING MODE

The left arrow is intended to decrease the number during Timer or 
Clock settings. A single press will decrease single digit by 1 in order to 
adjust to desired time. Repeat until the desired number is displayed.

21) RIGHT ARROW TO INCREASE THE TIMER OR 
CLOCK DIGITS IN SETTING MODE

The right arrow is intended to increase the number during Timer or 
Clock settings. A single press will increase single digit by 1 in order to 
adjust to desired time. Repeat until the desired number is displayed.

22) TIMER SETTINGS & 2NDF CLOCK SETTINGS

It is easy to set the timer to your desired time. By default, the Gametime 
Scoreboard is set in Count Down mode at 20 minutes : 00 seconds. 
If you want to change this setting, you just need to press & hold the 
TIMER button until the first left digit start blinking on the front of the unit 
(by default it would be the 2). Once the number is flashing, you may 
adjust using the left and right arrows as indicated in points 20 and 21 
above. After you have reached the desired number for the first left digit 
press the timer button one time and it will pass to the second left digit 
and then this number can be adjusted.  Repeat this operation until the 
desired time is displayed on the timer and then press & hold the TIMER 
button again. This last action will allow you to quit the timer setting 
mode. To start the Count Down, simply press the TIMER button and the 
timer will start. If you want to pause the timer, simply press TIMER one 
time and to restart it press TIMER one more time. As simple as that!

There is a second function applicable to this button as well. By 
accessing the second function dashboard by pressing & holding 2ndF 
button on the side of the Gametime Scoreboard, you will be able to 
access the CLOCK settings. Once in 2ndF dashboard, press & hold the 
CLOCK button. CL OC will display in the timer area. From there, you 
will need to select the 24 H or 12 H mode. Adjust the time of day using 
the left and right arrows and then press CLOCK button again to pass 
to the other digits on the right side. The first 2 digits on the left will start 
blinking. Adjust the day, time and then press CLOCK button again to 
pass to the other digits on the right. Once you set the time, press and 
hold the CLOCK button to quit the clock settings. 

You will then have to quit the second function dashboard by pressing 
& holding the 2ndF button on the side of the unit until the 2 green LED 
circles around Home and Guest + buttons have turned OFF.

23) SFX ON OR OFF & 2NDF COUNT DOWN TIMER MODE

The SFX button represents the “Sound Effects” on your Gametime 
unit. The sound effects are ON by default when turning ON the 
Gametime Scoreboard.  If you want to turn them OFF, you have to 
press the SFX button.  If the timer is in Count Down mode, the lower 
semicircle will turn on with a green blinking light and will then turn 
off. If the timer is in Count Up mode, the upper semicircle will light up 
with a steady green light and will then turn off. A steady semicircle 
light means that the SFX are OFF. Please note that this steady light 
is temporary.

If you wish to turn the sound effects ON, then press the SFX button 
again. If the timer is in Count Down mode, the lower semicircle will 
turn on with a green blinking light and will then turn off. If the timer is 
in Count Up mode, the upper semicircle will light on with a blinking 
green light and will then turn off. A blinking semicircle light means 
that the SFX are ON. Please note that this blinking light is temporary.

There is a second function applicable to this button as well. Here, you 
will be able to set the unit into Count Down mode. This mode is set by 
default when you turn the unit on but if you went into Count Up mode 
as described in point 18 above and you want to come back into Count 
Down mode, this is how you proceed.

You can access the second function dashboard by pressing & holding 
2ndF button on the side of the Gametime Scoreboard. Once done, you 
will be able to turn the Timer into Count Down mode by pressing the 
bottom arrow button. The lower semi- circle green light will turn on to 
indicate that the Timer is now set in Count Down mode. You will then 
have to quit the second function dashboard by pressing & holding the 
2ndF button on the side of the unit until the 2 green LED circles around 
Home and Guest + buttons turned OFF.

24) LOWER SEMICIRCLE LED INDICATION FOR TIMER 
COUNT DOWN MODE

The lower semicircle being lit is a visual indication that timer is in 
Count Down mode. This is only a temporary light that will turn on 
when passing from Count Up mode to Count Down mode in second 
function dashboard.

Buzzer Sound & 2ndF Count Up Timer mode18

SFX ON or OFF & 2ndF Count Down Timer mode23

Upper semicircle LED19

Lower semicircle LED24

Left arrow to 
decrease the digits20

Timer Settings & 2ndF Clock Settings22

Right arrow to 
increase the digits21
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28) MCU/Wi-Fi RESET BUTTON

This button is made to reset the microcontroller unit (MCU) and Wi-
Fi module inside your Gametime Scoreboard. The button is recessed 
to prevent accidental resetting of the unit. We suggest that you use 
this button if you are facing Wi-Fi connectivity problem between your 
portable device and the Gametime Scoreboard or if any other obvious 
electronic problem occurs that restarting didn’t resolve. Please refer to 
the trouble shooting section at the end of this document or the FAQ 
section on our website before proceeding to unit reset by this module.

IMPORTANT Please be aware that using this button will turn the unit 
OFF and will completely erase and loose any preset functions.

It will bring the unit back to original factory settings.

29) MICROPHONE INPUT

The microphone input (MIC) is a standard 6.43mm line-in so you 
may connect any microphone to your Gametime Scoreboard. This 
will allow you to become the announcer for a better atmosphere or 
address to a group of people at any moment using the speakers. You 
may also use this port to plug-in your guitar for more entertainment!

30) USB PORT

The USB port located on the side of the unit will allow you to play 
music from a USB stick. To control the music using the USB port, 
please refer to points 13 to 17 from this user manual. 

You may also use this port to recharge any mobile or portable device. 
We highly recommend to only charge your mobile or any device if 
the unit is connected in order to not affect the battery lifetime of the 
Gametime Scoreboard while using it unplugged.

MUSIC SOURCE & SECOND FUNCTIONS 
(2NDF) BUTTON / Wi-Fi CONNECTION LIGHT

31) MUSIC SOURCE & SECOND FUNCTIONS BUTTON (2NDF)

This button is intended to select the music source you would like to 
use between the audio line in and the USB port. 

By pressing the button, there will be a voice telling you what music 
source is being used. If the voice says “USB” then the USB port is 
presently selected as music source. If your USB stick is plugged 
in, the first song will immediately start playing. If not in, then plug 
your USB stick in the port and the music will start playing. From 
there, you may use the music control buttons located on top of 
the unit to select your favorite track (refer to points 13 to 17 of 
this document for more details about music control and see point 
30 for USB port details).

By pressing the button a second time, there will be a voice saying 
“Auxiliary In”, the AUX IN port will then be selected as the music source. 
You can use the line-in to use your mp3 player or smart phone and play 
your favorite music. 

Please note that you will have to control the music from your 
portable device directly while using the AUX IN as you will not be 
able to control it from the music control buttons located on top. 
(Refer to point 25 of this document for AUX IN details).

In this manual, we have sometimes referred to 2ndF button (second 
functions). All the second functions are related to some of the buttons 
located on top of the unit. They are all indicated by a blue print. The 
white prints are the main functions and the blue prints represent the 
second functions allocated to the buttons. By pressing and holding this 
button for 3 seconds you will be able to access the second functions 
allocated to some of the top buttons. You will be noti ed that you are 
now in the 2ndF mode after having pressed and held the button for 3 
sec. You will notice that 2 green LED circles are ashing on top of the 
unit on each side. These 2 circles are around HOME + and GUEST + 
buttons. From that moment, you may now make the desired changes 
to the settings. 

Below is a list of functions you may modify once in the 2ndF mode:

*LED Brightness may be adjusted using the PERIOD + and - buttons.  
(Refer to point 3 of this document).

*Different RESET options may be done using the PLAY/PAUSE 
button of the music controller. (Refer to point 13 of this document).

POWER SUPPLY & OTHER CONNECTIONS

25)  AUXILIARY IN FOR AUDIO 

You can use the Auxiliary in port to have a wired connection with your 
music device.  With a standard 3.5mm audio jack, you can play music 
by connecting your portable device directly to the unit. This will allow 
you to use any music player to play directly to the sound system without 
any interference. This is the most flexible and stable connection way to 
manage the music on the Gametime Scoreboard. This will allow Sound 
Effects and Microphone to override the music playing and then continue 
music after Sound Effect is over or announcer message is done.

26) LINE OUT FOR AUDIO
The line out allows you to connect your Gametime Scoreboard with a 
wire directly to an amplifier or directly into a speaker or sound system. A 
standard male to male 3.5mm audio jack is all you need (not included). 
Create a stadium atmosphere over your existing sound system.

27) DC JACK FOR POWER SUPPLY
The DC Jack is intended to recharge the built-in Lithium-Ion battery so you 
may use your Gametime Scoreboard almost anywhere without having to 
plug it in.  We recommend that you only use the power supply included 
with the Gametime Scoreboard to connect or recharge the battery.  This 
power supply has been specifically chosen for this unit. Contact our 
customer service if you have any issues with your power supply.

Charging Time
We recommend an initial overnight charge once you receive the unit. 
This will allow the battery to be fully charged and then support your 
indoor or outdoor activities almost anywhere. Subsequent recharge 
will take approximately 5-6 hours. 

The unit can be continuously used while plugged-in as there will be a 
direct power source connected to the battery while recharging.

Auxiliary In for audio25

Line Out for audio26

DC Jack for power supply27

MCU/Wi-Fi RESET button28 USB Port30

Line In for Microphone29
Music Source & Second Functions Button31

Wi-Fi Connection Light32
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*TIMER Count Up mode may be selected using the BUZZER button. 
(Refer to point 18 of this document).

*TIMER Count Down mode may be selected using the SFX button. 
(Refer to point 23 of this document).

Once desired settings has been modified, you may quit the 2ndF 
mode by pressing and holding the side unit 2ndF button for 3 seconds 
as you did to access this mode. The green flashing circles will now 
turn off on top of the unit once you have quit the 2ndF mode. You will 
then be back into main functions dashboard for all top buttons and 
may now fully control your Gametime Scoreboard.

32) Wi-Fi CONNECTION LIGHT

You will find a white circle around the music source & 2ndF button. A 
green color LED will turn on when a user is connected to the Gametime 
Scoreboard’s Wi-Fi. This is a visual sign that someone is connected to 
the unit and ready to stream music or sync with the mobile App. To 
access the Gametime Scoreboard Wi-Fi network you may search Wi-
Fi called Gametime, then connect and enter password 88888888 to 
gain access. To disconnect from Wi-Fi you may turn off Wi-Fi on your 
mobile device or disconnect from the Gametime network.

TRIPOD FEMALE ANCHOR

34) CAMERA TRIPOD FEMALE ANCHOR

The Gametime Scoreboard has been designed with a built-in standard 
1/4-20 UNC female anchor to be used with a strong and sturdy 
camera tripod. Screw the Gametime Scoreboard on the tripod using 
the 1/4–20 UNC thread. If you try to fit it in any other size, you may 
damage the thread.

We recommend that you use the mobile app to control the scoreboard once 
it stands on a tripod as pressing the top buttons will make the scoreboard 
moving from left to right and might damage the unit.

WARNING
We highly recommend that you use a camera tripod that can support 
over 18lbs (9 kg).

Do not over screw as you may damage the inner threads or damage 
the anchors and might not be able to use the tripod properly after 
being altered.

If you are mounting the Gametime Scoreboard on to a camera 
tripod and use it outdoor, please be careful with the wind.  
Too much wind may damage the female anchor and therefore 
result in a problem for future usage of this tripod anchor.  
Wind may also have the self-standing tripod to tip over and may 
damage the Gametime Scoreboard if falling on the ground. 

The above-mentioned points would not be covered by the product 
warranty.

Female anchors for carrying strap33

Left side view Right side view

SHOULDER STRAP FEMALE ANCHORS

33) CARRYING SHOULDER STRAP FEMALE ANCHORS

We have created an optional top quality shoulder strap in order to help 
you carrying your Gametime Scoreboard easily. You will find two male 
screws located at each end of the strap on pivot hooks. You may gently 
screw into the female anchors to attach the strap to the unit.

Anchors are standard 1/4-20 UNC thread.

WARNING
Do not over screw as you may damage the inner threads or damage 
the anchors and might not be able to use the carry strap properly 
after being altered.

Please note that the shoulder strap is intended to carry the unit on 
your shoulder only. 

Anchors should not be forced as a casing breakage may occur and 
would not be covered by the product warranty.

Female anchor for camera tripod34

35) WALL MOUNTING HOLES

The Gametime Scoreboard has been designed with embedded wall 
mounting holes on the back of the unit.

These holes will allow you to install the scoreboard on the wall 
wherever you would like it to be located in your gym or sports room.

We recommend to use screws with a minimum diameter gauge #12 
and ideally 1”3/4 length minimum.

If you mount the unit into drywall, pre-drill a small hole to ensure that 
screws will go into a structure and will be strong enough to hold the 
scoreboard. While pre-drilling, if you notice that there is no structure 
behind the drywall, make sure to use self-drilling anchors to make the 
installation strong and safe.

WARNING
Please test the screw head in the wall mounting holes prior to 
installation to ensure that the head of the screw is big enough to not 
come out of the holes as the scoreboard would fall from the wall if 
this is the case.

Wall mounting hole35Wall mounting hole35
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TROUBLESHOOTING

WARNING
Never remove the casing of this unit.

To keep the warranty valid, never try to repair the system yourself.

If you encounter problems when using this unit, check the following 
points before requesting service.

NO POWER

• Make sure that the AC power plug of the unit is connected properly.

• Make sure that there is power at the AC outlet.

NO SOUND OR POOR SOUND

• Adjust the volume.

• If using the Line-In function with a portable media player ensure 
that the headphone volume is turned to full volume.

• If playing from a USB memory drive, check source MP3 file’s 
recorded volume levels. If the source MP3 file is too quiet, adjust 
or acquire new content.

• If playing from a mobile phone, check source mobile phone’s 
recorded volume levels. If the source mobile phone is too quiet, 
adjust or acquire new content.

NO RESPONSE FROM THE UNIT

• Disconnect and reconnect the AC power plug, then turn on the 
unit again.

• Check if the unit is in battery power and the battery power is low. 
If yes, charge the rechargeable battery.

LOW Wi-Fi SIGNAL STRENGHT

• Check the distance between your mobile phone and the unit.

• Turn the unit off and turn it on again.

• Proceed to Wi-Fi module reset as indicated in point 28 of this 
document.

NOT POSSIBLE TO CONNECT TO GAMETIME 
SCOREBOARD’S WI-FI

• Configure the Wi-Fi settings from your mobile device again.

• Turn the unit off and turn it on again.

• Proceed to Wi-Fi module reset as indicated in point 28 of this 
document.

• Unplug the unit and plug it again.

THE UNIT DOES NOT WORK

• Unplug the unit and plug it again.

• Press & hold the PLAY/PAUSE button during 8 seconds to restore 
to factory settings.

36) CUSTOMIZABLE AND INTERCHANGEABLE FACEPLATES

There are 2 removable doors presenting the HOME and GUEST 
faceplates on the front of the unit. You may pull the door out vertically 
to access the HOME and GUEST faceplates and customize them. On 
the back of each faceplate you will find the French wording version. 
“LOCAL”  for HOME and “VISITEUR” for GUEST.

You may visit our website to download the faceplate template that you 
may use to customize with your own team logo. 

Simply add your desired visual in the template and print it. Once 
printed, cut the desired visual and slide it into the removable plastic 
compartment and then put it back on place. You will now have your 
own visuals replacing HOME and GUEST!

WARNING
Once doors are removed, make sure not to drop anything into the 
hole as this may damage the unit and you might not be able to put 
the door back into original position if something interfere while sliding 
the door back in place.

DO NOT PULL ON THE FRONT LENS once doors are removed as 
you will damage the unit and this will affect the IPX4 water resistance 
standard of the unit.

Pulling on the lens might damage the lens and the films used to see 
the LED in sunlight. 

Any damages caused to the unit because the lens have been pulled 
out will void the manufacturer’s warranty.

If raining, water may go behind the lens at the faceplates locations. Once 
the unit will be in a dry location, we recommend to remove the sliding 
doors and let dry the water. Do not try to dry the faceplate areas behind 
the lens with a tissue as you may damage the front lens. Just let it dry.

37) IPX4 WATER RESISTANCE

The Gametime Scoreboard meets IPX4 standards. Therefore, you 
may use the scoreboard outside and the unit will not get damage if 
there is a little water splashed on it. 

We recommend to cover the unit if raining as heavy rain for more than 
5 minutes may cause problems to the unit.

WARNING
IPX4 standards are met if the side rubber door is properly closed to 
ensure that water can not enter the unit. If the unit is plugged in with 
power outlet and there is water leaking on the unit, damages may 
occur and might cause electrical problems as well.

DO NOT USE THE UNIT PLUGGED IN NEAR WATER OR IF 
RAINING ON THE UNIT.
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